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ABSTRACT
This paper explores design methods for a
vehicle handling dynamics state estimator based on a
linear vehicle model. The state estimator is needed
because there are some states of the vehicle that cannot
be measured directly, such as sideslip velocity, and also
some which are relatively expensive to measure, such
as roll and yaw rates.  Information about the vehicle
states is essential for vehicle handling stability control
and is also valuable in chassis design evaluation.
The aim of this study is to compare the
performance of a Kalman filter with that of a robust filter,
under conditions which would be realistic and viable for
a production vehicle.  Both filters are thus designed and
tested with reference to a higher order source model
which incorporates nonlinear saturating tyre force
characteristics.  Also, both filters rely solely on
accelerometer sensors, which are simulated with
expected noise characteristics in terms of amplitude and
spectra.
As is widely known, the Kalman filter is a
stochastic filter whose design depends on the nominal
vehicle model and statistical information of process and
measurement noises. By contrast, the robust filter is
deterministic, formulated in terms of model parameter
uncertainties and the expected gain of process and
measurement noises. The objective of both filter designs
is to minimise the variance of the estimation error. Both
filters are designed to compensate the vehicle model
non-linearities, parameter uncertainties and other
modeling errors, which are represented in terms of
process and measurement noise covariances in Kalman
filter design and in terms of additive model uncertainties
in robust filter design.
The study shows that the robust filter offers
higher performance potential.  The work concludes with
a discussion on the practical realisation of each method,
and gives recommendations for further research into a
single design methodology which combines the benefits
of both approaches.
Keywords: Vehicle Handling Dynamics, Kalman Filter,
Robust Filter, State Estimator
INTRODUCTION
Recent research in advanced control techniques
has given rise to the development of controllers which
improve vehicle lateral handling stability [1], longitudinal
handling stability [2], ride comfort [3], and also overall
vehicle performance via integrated vehicle control [1, 4].
Many of these are model based multivariable control
methods. Such controller designs need accurate
information about vehicle states, such as sideslip
velocity, yaw rate, roll rate, and roll angle. However, not
all of the vehicle states can be measured directly (such
as sideslip velocity) and also some of them are relatively
expensive to measure directly, such as yaw and roll
rates. Designing a model-based observer might best
solve these problems.
A number of studies have been done in state
observer design with many methods and many
objectives, but still relatively few studies have been done
to estimate a broad range of vehicle states. For example
in [5], studies only focused on slip angle estimation for
direct yaw moment control purpose. A wider state vector
estimation was proposed by Kiencke and Daib [6] using
linear and non-linear Luenberger filters to estimate
vehicle lateral states during cornering. However this did
not capture the roll state of the vehicle and the method
did not compensate the vehicle model uncertainties.
Similar with [6], Venhovens and Naab [7] proposed a
Kalman filter for lateral state estimation for BMW Driver
Assistance Systems, but this paper has similar
shortcomings.
This study is based on previous research that
has been done by Best and Gordon [8, 9]. Best and
Gordon have proposed an extended adaptive Kalman
filter to estimate the sideslip/roll/yaw states of the vehicle
using two sets of accelerometer sensor. The result is
accurate in a wide range of operating conditions
because it utilises the non-linear model of the vehicle
directly, however this method needs high computational
ability, which may cause difficulty in real-time
implementation. This study considers a less complicated
algorithm using linear filters while attempting to capture
a wide range of operating condition within certain
robustness bound. The basic requirement is that the
filter takes into account vehicle model uncertainties in its
design process. A Kalman filter and a robust filter are
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examined because both of these filters have the ability to
take into account vehicle model uncertainties although
using different assumption about their source. Both the
Kalman and robust filters are designed within the same
operating condition in order to give comparable results.
VEHICLE MODELS
NON-LINEAR SOURCE MODEL - The simulation is
carried out using a reference nonlinear vehicle model to
provide ‘true’ state trajectories, sensor measurements
and also data for parameter identification. This is
formulated using four degrees of freedom comprising
two translational motions (longitudinal and lateral) and
two rotational motions (roll and yaw), described using
vehicle centred SAE axes with roll motion is assumed to
be constrained about an inclined roll axis (Figure 1). The
vehicle is assumed to be moving on a flat road and
operated under relatively constant forward velocity such
that the vertical and pitch motions are supposed to be
negligible. It operates using front wheel drive (FWD) and
front wheel steer (FWS) system. The complete model
can be described with the Newton-Euler equations as
follow:
Longitudinal dynamics:
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Yaw dynamics:
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The tyre forces generated in this system consist
of 2 longitudinal tyre forces (at the front wheels) and 4
lateral tyre forces. Figure 2 shows the vehicle plan view
and axis system that describes the detail of all
longitudinal and lateral tyre forces generated in the
vehicle under FWD and FWS system.
Figure 1 : Vehicle axis system*
Figure 2 : Vehicle tyre forces
The longitudinal and lateral tyre forces at front wheels
are formulated using combined slip characteristic
Pacejka Tyre Magic Formula (as can be seen in [10]) as
follows:
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* Figure adapted from an original in ‘Race Car Vehicle
Dynamics’, W. F. Milliken and D. L. Milliken
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p :  Roll velocity u :  Longitudinal velocity (constant)
q :  Pitch velocity (zero) v :  Sideslip velocity
r :  Yaw velocity w :  Vertical velocity (zero)
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and the sideslip angles at front wheels are:
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The steer angle results in longitudinal and lateral tyre
forces as follows:
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Lateral tyre forces at the rear wheels are formulated
using pure slip characteristic Pacejka Tyre Magic
Formula as follows:
4,34,34,3 .. ZFF yyy m=         (8)
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The load transfer due to longitudinal and lateral tyre
forces are formulated as follows:
Longitudinal load transfer:
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Lateral load transfer:
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In this case, both the steer angle d and the driven
wheel speed w  are assumed to be available as
deterministically known inputs. The vehicle model is
therefore completely described in terms of five state
variables, 25 constant parameters and two inputs,
summarised in Table 1.
The measurable variables are taken as four
lateral accelerometers positioned as shown in Figure 3.
The main reason for choosing accelerations other than
to ensure observability is that they are cheap and readily
available.
Figure 3 : Sensor placement and orientation
All the sensors are oriented laterally, and they are
modeled as follows:
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It can be seen from equation (12) that a combination of
some or all of the sensors can completely contain the
state information such that the system will be completely
observable. In each case, the sensor signal includes
measurement noise which is simulated using an
independent gaussian white noise signal with equal
magnitude on each sensor:
[ ]( )22,0 re Ni =       (13)
with r  used as an amplification factor such that the
noise levels are referenced to a nominal lateral
acceleration of 2 m/s2.
The non-linear vehicle model can be formulated
in terms of non-linear state space equation using the
explicit form of equation (1) to (4) for vehicle state
dynamics and equation (12) for vehicle sensor
dynamics. The non-linear state space equations are
then:
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where Trpvux ],,,,[ q=r is the vehicle state variable
vector, Twu ],[d=r is the vehicle input variable vector
and Tssy ],...,[ 41=
r
is the sensor measurement vector
which depends on the sensor set chosen in the
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simulation. This non-linear model is the source vehicle
model for the simulation.
States, x
u forward velocity (m/s)
v sideslip velocity (m/s)
p roll angular velocity (rad/s)
r yaw angular velocity (rad/s)
q roll angle (rad)
Parameters, h (default value)
Ixx roll moment of inertia (600 kgm
2)
Izz yaw moment of inertia (1300 kgm
2)
Ixz roll/yaw cross moment of inertia (80 kgm
2)
m vehicle mass (830 kg)
b longitudinal distance of CG to front axle (1.1 m)
c longitudinal distance of CG to rear axle (1.4 m)
h CG height above roll axis (0.468 m)
ho ground plane to roll axis distance below CG (0.332 m)
hrf ground to roll axis vertical distance at front axle (0.2 m)
hrr ground to roll axis vertical distance at rear axle (0.5 m)
e inclined angle between roll axis and x-axis (6.8428 deg )
tf front track (1.5 m)
tr rear track (1.5 m)
sf front suspension track (1.2 m)
sr rear suspension track (1.2 m)
Kf front suspension stiffness (20 kN/m)
Kr rear suspension stiffness (22 kN/m)
Kstab front stabiliser bar stiffness (22918 Nm/rad)
Bf front suspension damping rate (1100 Ns/m)
Br rear suspension damping rate (1200 Ns/m)
Sp Pacejka tyre model shape coefficients (B’=0.714, C’=1.4, D’=1,
E’=-0.2)
Ca zero lateral slip cornering stiffness (35 kN/rad)
Kx zero longitudinal tyre slip rate (35 kN)
xm Tyre longitudinal friction coefficient (1.0)
ym Tyre lateral friction coefficient (1.0)
Inputs, u
d front wheel steer angle (rad)
w front wheel rotation velocity referred to tyre contact path (m/s)
Table 1 : Model nomenclature
LINEAR VEHICLE MODEL – The linear vehicle model is
defined by linearisation of the non-linear vehicle model
at its certain operating condition. In this simulation, the
operating condition of the vehicle is set under constant
forward speed and wheel speed. Under this operating
condition, the order of the linear model is reduced to four
states and one input. The linear model of the vehicle is
then formulated as a linear time invariant state space
equation as follows:
)()()(
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where Trpvx ],,,[ q=r , ][d=ur  and Tssy ],...,[ 41=
r
.
The parameters of the state space above (A, B, C and D
matrices) can be obtained either using Jacobian method
(analytic) or least square estimation (LSE) method
(numeric). In this study, the LSE method is chosen
because it will give more accurate result than Jacobian
method due to the ability of the LSE method to capture a
wider operating condition rather than Jacobian method.
Using the LSE method, the parameters of the
linear model can be obtained from a simple linear
regression of input-output source data taken from the
source model. Given a set of N input data ( NF ) and N
output data ( NY ), the LSE method can be used by:
eY NN +F= q       (16)
    ( ) NTNNTN YFFF= - 1q)       (17)
where q  is the ‘true’ parameters and qˆ  is the estimated
parameters. A and B matrices can be got by setting
]  [ TTN ux
rr=F , TN xY &
r=  and TBA ]  [=q .
Respectively, C and D matrices can be got by setting
]  [ TTN ux
rr=F ,  TN yY
r=  and TDC ]  [=q .
The source data for NF  and NY  are generated
by simulation of the source model using the following
steering input, chosen with a view to feasible vehicle
tests, to induce a high level of state dynamic variation
within the achievable frequency response envelope of a
test driver:
),0()( 2dsd Nt =       (18)
    bandlimited 0-5 Hz, 0.0184=ds  rad (1.0558 deg)
The data are collected for a 100-second data batch.
KALMAN FILTER DESIGN
The Kalman filter is a stochastic filter based on a
linear plant model and a-priori information of process
and measurement noises. The design engineer assumes
that the plant to be observed is influenced by random
process noise )(tw
r
 that is characterised by stochastic
quantities and that the sensors used are corrupted by
random measurement noise )(tv
r
 as well. The principle
of estimating the system states )(tx
r
 is based on a
comparison of measured outputs )(ty
r
and estimated
outputs )(tye
r
. The difference )()( tytye ey
rrr -=  is fed
back to the filter through the Kalman innovation gain K
to update the estimated states )(txe
r
.
Consider a linear time invariant vehicle model
influenced by process and measurement noises as
follow:
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++=
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where )(tw
r
and )(tv
r
are process and measurement
noises which are assumed to be white noise, gaussian
and to have zero mean, with stochastic information
formulated as follow:
 )()]()([ tdt -=¢ tQwtwE rr    0)]([ =twE r
   )()]()([ tdt -=¢ tRvtvE rr    0)]([ =tvE r   (20)
            )()]()([ tdt -=¢ tSvtwE rr
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where Q and R are covariance matrices that must be
symmetric and non negative definite and S is cross
covariance matrix representing correlations between
)(tw
r
 and )(tv
r
. The objective of the filtering problem is
to minimise the estimation error variance defined as:
)(}])()()][()({[ tPtxtxtxtxE ee =¢--
rrrr
      (21)
Then a Kalman filter can be designed with following
structure:
))()()(()()()( tuDtxCtyKtuBtxAtx ekee
rrrrr&r --++=       (22)
1)( -+¢= RSCPK k       (23)
where kK  is the Kalman filter gain and P is the steady
state solution of the algebraic Riccati equation as follow:
0)()( 1 =+¢++¢-¢+ - QSCPRSCPAPAP       (24)
Problem arises in the use of Kalman filter
because of the above assumptions about expected error
signal. Modeling errors due to tyre force non-linearity
pose a particular risk. Figure 4 summarises the modeling
errors which arise in observer design for practical
application.
Figure 4 : Modeling error representation
The modeling error 1D  represents errors in the
derivation of the nominal non-linear vehicle model, and
the modeling error 2D  represents errors caused by the
linearisation process. Both of these modeling errors may
cause the deterioration of Kalman filter performance.
In the Kalman filter design, model uncertainties
are included in the design process by supposing the
model uncertainties are part of process and
measurement noises. It means that the model
uncertainties are lumped in the process and
measurement noises such that the information about the
model uncertainties is lumped in the Q, R and S
matrices. To satisfy these requirements, in this study,
the process noise )(tw
r
 and the measurement noise
)(tv
r
 are formulated as the error between source model
and linear model. Given random steer angle as
described in equation (18), the )(tw
r
and )(tv
r
 data can
be generated using the following equation:
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The Q, R and S matrices are then constructed from
)(tw
r
and )(tv
r
 data above using covariance estimator.
For any N data of random variables x and y, it can be
estimated the covariance of x and y using the following
covariance estimator:
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Kalman filter can therefore compensate for the
magnitude of errors and cross correlation in these
magnitudes (between state derivatives and sensors).
The problem is that modeling errors are actually time
correlated and the method does not take this into
account. One key objective of this paper is to understand
whether this shortcoming can be reduced to give a better
observer if modeling errors are better accounted.
Another potential problem is that the Kalman filter
accounts for errors as if they were broad bandwidth
white noise, whereas in fact the resultant )(tw
r
and )(tv
r
data bandlimited. It causes misinterpretation of noise
behavior such that Kalman filter cannot compensate
properly the model uncertainties.
ROBUST FILTER DESIGN
The alternative, robust filter is a deterministic
filter that again based on the linear vehicle model but
takes better account of modeling errors through a
bounded expectation of error in the system and output
matrices. This filter also includes uncorrelated error
expectations w and v, so is in effect an extended Kalman
filter. Consider the linear time varying vehicle model that
is formulated as follow:
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where nxnA ÂÎ , nxmB ÂÎ , pxnC ÂÎ , and
pxmD ÂÎ , )(tAD and )(tCD are the time varying
perturbations around the nominal vehicle model which
are assumed to be bounded and structured as follows:
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where nxmL ÂÎ1 , pxmL ÂÎ2 , qxnN ÂÎ1  are constant
matrices and )(×D is assumed to be a piecewise
continuous matrix function belonging to the set:
}  ,)()(:)({ tItt m "<D¢D×D=W
The process and measurement noises )(tw
r
and
)(tv
r
are assumed to be independent zero mean white
noises with unknown time-varying intensities )(tW and
)(tV  belonging to the uncertainty sets:
}0 ,  ,)(:)({ ³"£×= WtWtWWv
}0 ,  ,)(:)({ ³"£×= VtVtVVn
The objective of the robust filtering problem is to
minimise the upper bound of the filtering error variance
as follow:
)(}])()()][()({[ ttxtxtxtxE ee P=¢--
rrrr
Then a robust filter can be formulated with the following
structure:
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where rK  is the robust filter gain, b is an arbitrary
positive constant and P  is the steady state solution of
the following algebraic Riccati equation:
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It can be seen from equation (29) that this robust filter
has a different structure from common observers, as it
has an additional component in the A matrix,
11
1 NN ¢P
b
. This allows inclusion of vehicle model
uncertainties in the filtering computation.
The robust filter provides more tools/parameters
to capture the information of model uncertainties than
the Kalman filter. With the addition of structured model
uncertainty in its design process, it uses more
information about the uncertain dynamics around the
nominal linear model than the Kalman filter.
In this study, the structured model uncertainties
for the vehicle are obtained from simulation using the
source model. The source model generates data for
vehicle states, state derivatives, input variables, sensor
measurements and tyre forces under the same operating
conditions that are used in the Kalman filter design in
generating Q, R and S matrices. All of these data are
then used to generate time varying A and C matrices.
For each point in time, the linear model can be
estimated at that point by giving a small change in the
states and then calculating the elements of the A and C
matrices using a numerical Jacobian method as follows:
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where n is the number of state variables, p is the number
of sensor measurement variables and xD is chosen as
some suitably small perturbation-in this study is 10-8.
The elements of )(tAD  and )(tCD  data then can be
obtained by subtracting all of the elements of )(tA  and
)(tC  with its nominal value (as given in equation (15)) at
each point in time.
There is no standard procedure to decompose
)(tAD  and )(tCD  to get 1L , 2L  and 1N . In this study,
the decomposition is done in such a way that it takes
into account the strong correlation between the A and C
matrices which exists due to the nature of sensor
dynamics as a linear combination of state dynamics. The
time varying )(tD  matrix is set as a diagonal matrix
whose diagonal elements are the normalised form of
each )(tAD  element as follows:
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The 1N  matrix is set as the scaling factor that normalise
)(tAD as follows:
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1L  is then set as coefficient matrix such that equation
(28) is satisfied:
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As the sensor and model errors are directly correlated,
the elements of )(tCD  can all be described as linear
combinations of the defined )(tD . 2L  is thus found by
linear regression of the elements of )(tCD  against
)(tG , formulated as follows:
1)()( Ntt D=G        (37)
TTT tCtttL ))()())()((( 12 DGGG= -       (38)
where 
2
2
pxnRL Î .
SIMULATION RESULT
The design simulation for both the Kalman filter
and the robust filter is done under the same operating
condition. The vehicle is operated under constant
forward speed of 20 m/s. The source model is excited
using a random steer input to provide data of )(tw
r
and
)(tv
r
. The test is designed to be achievable in a real
vehicle, so the random steer is generated using white
noise which is bandlimited within a physically realisable
range to 5 Hz as given in equation (18). Figure 5 shows
the steer test input, which is limited to a maximum 3o
steer angle with rms value of 1.7311 degree. The
simulation is done for 100 seconds.
Figure 5 : Random steer angle
The amplification r  for measurement noise is set to 0.2
to simulate that the rms noise is 20% of a nominal lateral
acceleration of 2 m/s2. The designs are then conducted
and described using equation (22) to (26) for the Kalman
filter and equation (28) to (33) for the robust filter. It is
important to note that in this simulation, the information
about model uncertainties in the Kalman filter are all
included in Q, R and S matrices, whereas in the robust
filter these are included in 1L , 2L , 1N  and V matrices.
To get a comparable result, the W matrix in the robust
filter is set to zero and the V matrix only contains the
mean square value of external measurement noises
simulated in equation (13). The parameter b for the
robust filter is set to 0.76 as this gives the optimum
performance index. Both filters are then tested using
piecewise continuous steer angle input for 25 seconds
described in Figure 6.
Figure 6 : Piecewise continuous steer angle input
Figure 7 shows the comparison of estimated state
trajectories for both the Kalman and robust filters against
source model states.
Figure 7 : Performance comparison between Kalman
filter & Robust filter
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The rms value of estimation errors as the percentage of
true state rms value is shown in Table 2.
Filter v p r q
Kalman 70.4577 1.2081 0.0255 4.6487
Robust 63.1782 0.0922 0.2703 0.8366
Table 2 : RMS error as a percentage of signal
Table 2 shows that the performance of the
robust filter is generally better than that of the Kalman
filter. The robust filter has a better estimation result in
almost all states except in yaw rate.
Figure 7 shows that both filters estimate roll rate,
yaw rate and roll angle extremely well. Analytically, this
phenomena is reasonable because the non-linearity of
the vehicle model in p, r and q states is relatively
insensitive to the tyre non-linearity, which in the vehicle
model has the biggest non-linearity effect. From
equation (3), it can be shown that the roll dynamics are
strongly affected by spring-damper forces of the
suspension, which are linear in the model. From
equation (4), it can be shown that the yaw dynamics are
strongly affected by lateral tyre forces. However, since
the overall yaw moment is caused by the subtraction
between lateral tyre force moment at front wheels and
rear wheels, the overall non-linearity affected by lateral
tyre forces is reduced. Yaw and roll modes are also well
accommodated within the sensor feedback, so non-
linearity errors are rapidly diminished.
The biggest non-linearity effect occurs in sideslip
velocity dynamics. Equation (2) shows that sideslip is
caused by the addition of all four lateral tyre forces, so
this is strongly influenced by tyre non-linearity. Figure 8
shows the lateral tyre force dynamics at the left front
wheel and describes how the non-linearity affects the
sideslip velocity. As can be shown in Figure 7 plot A,
both filters can do a good estimation for small steer
angle input, but this gets worse when the steer angle is
larger. For 75 ££t sec ( 01=d ), both filters estimate
sideslip very well. This is because in this stage, the
sideslip angle exists within the linear region of the lateral
tyre forces characteristic. Figure 8 shows that, at this
stage, the ‘true’ lateral tyre force from the source model
coincides with the expected lateral tyre force from the
linear model. For 97 ££t  sec ( 03=d ) and
1917 ££t  sec ( 03-=d ), both filters make a bad
estimation, as can be shown by relatively large steady
state estimation errors. This estimation error occurs
because the sideslip angle has entered the non-linear
region of tyre force characteristic. Figure 8 shows that at
this stage, the lateral tyre force from linear calculation is
bigger than the source tyre force ; the source tyre force
has reached a saturated region such that the effective
cornering stiffness is less than the linear cornering
stiffness, and this is why the source tyre force is smaller
than the linear tyre force. Both observers assume that
the ‘actual’ tyre forces are the tyre forces calculated by
linear computation. Because lateral tyre forces act in
resistance to sideslip velocity, this makes the observers
interpret the resistance forces as larger than the actual
resistance forces, and this is why the estimated sideslip
velocity is less than the source sideslip velocity.
Note also the difference in nature of sideslip
errors between the robust and Kalman filters. The robust
filter performs quantitatively better than the Kalman filter,
because the model is assumed to be more robust, and
hence more reliable. Although its estimate is incorrect,
the robust filter “believes” its model information during
the maximum extreme (30) steer condition, and this
results in a more stable estimate when the steer angle is
relaxed to 20. Conversely, the Kalman filter uses a
higher feedback of sensor information which causes low
frequency drifting – eg between 9 and 13 seconds in
Figure 7A. This is because the sideslip velocity is being
estimated by integrating acceleration more than by the
(unreliable) model.
Figure 8 : Lateral tyre force dynamics
To complete the assessment, the performance
of both filters is also examined under two different
random steer tests ( 1d and 2d ) using different seed to
obtain different Q, R and S covariance matrices for
Kalman filter and different 1L , 2L  and 1N  matrices for
robust filter. The estimation result for both filters is
summarised in Table 3, and here we also consider the
effect of choosing a reduced sensor set. For set A,
T
A ssssy ],,,[ 4321=  and for set B, TB sssy ],,[ 421= .
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d1 d2
State Kalman Robust Kalman Robust
v 64.2992 62.6253 64.2803 62.6285
p 0.353 0.0013 0.3633 0.0013
r 6.7535 1.25E-04 6.7557 1.25E-04
Set A
q 0.2367 0.1377 0.2381 0.1377
v 64.4514 62.9474 64.4448 62.9473
p 22.0299 18.8093 21.5287 18.8092
r 3.8519 2.1277 3.8186 2.1277
Set B
q 2.4892 6.1038 2.4669 6.1038
Table 3 : RMS error as a percentage of signal
The performance of the robust filter for both 1d
and 2d  and both sensor set A and B is again better than
that of the Kalman filter. Both filters show performance
deterioration for sensor set B rather than sensor set A,
this is because the information obtained is sensor set B
is less than that of in sensor set A.  Note that estimation
of both yaw and roll modes is slightly worse because
these modes are now being sensed in combination by S2
and S4 whereas yaw is independent from roll in sensor
set A (sensed by Ss–S3 and S3-S4 respectively). The
performance degradation is small enough to make the
reduced sensor set attractive however. The accuracy of
sideslip estimation is not affected (or improved) by the
choice of set B.
PRACTICAL VIABILITY
There are a number of issues which would need
to be resolved before any practically viable observer
could be developed.  The most significant issues are
related to the construction of noise covariance matrices
in Kalman filter design and structured model uncertainty
matrices in robust filter design, since these tools are the
main factors which influence filter performance. The
estimation for both noise covariance matrices and
structured model uncertainty matrices idealised in this
study. Unfortunately, practical estimation is very difficult
without elaborate instrumentation of a test vehicle. The
best solution will probably be achieved by combining the
test data from on-line and real time test and the data
from off-line simulation to get nominal noise covariance
matrices and structured uncertainty matrices.  These
nominal matrices could then be tuned manually or
automatically using a suitable adaptation algorithm.
The other issue is related to the non-linearity of
tyre characteristic which gives significant effect to the
filter performance deterioration. This problem is likely
can be solved by utilised cornering stiffness adaptation
in the observer such that the expected tyre force by
linear computation adapts the actual tyre force.
Alternatively, the use of non-linear, extended Kalman
filter should be feasible. These might be very accurate in
the robust form motivated here.
Finally, since this study still deals with
continuous filters, it is important to examine the
performance of both filters in their respective discrete
time forms. The issue of time sampling has to be taken
into account since this will also affect the filter
performance.
CONCLUSION
Linear filter methods have been proposed to
estimate vehicle handling dynamics states. Within a
simulation environment and under similar operating
conditions, robust filter shows better performance than
Kalman filter. The time-correlated nature of vehicle
model uncertainties is better compensated by the robust
filter rather than the Kalman filter because the former
includes time varying parameter dynamics directly in
constructing structured model uncertainties. However,
the Kalman filter has a better ability to interpret
broadband noises, since it assumes that the noise
statistic is well known, whereas the robust filter assumes
that this statistic is unknown. This fact brings the
conclusion that best observer may be designed by
combining the ability of the robust filter to interpret the
model uncertainties and the ability of Kalman filter to
interpret noise characteristic, in a robust Kalman filter.
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